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Capability building
Three examples of activities done to share good 
practices and build strong design thinking 
capabilities at Getinge.

Work done during my time as UX Designer in 2022 at Getinge IT Solutions, Copenhagen, Denmark



Context

My purpose

Capability building is aligned with my purpose as I can share my passion with others and enable them to grow 
personally and professionally. 

“I’m an artist. By being  and 

 to  and open up for 
beautiful colours  inside.”

aware of who I am
making conscious choices, I enable myself and 
others unlock potential

we already have



Capability building

What I have done?

DesignOps
I facilitated establishment and introduction of DesignOps aligned with existing 
DevOps in the organization.

Design toolbox
I created a shared toolbox for designers full of tools, templates, techniquies, 
guidelines and examples. 

Knowledge sharing sessions
I proposed series of knowledge sharing sessions related to various design thinking 
topics. I ran first session with excellent feedback and started preparation for the 
series. 



Summary

DesignOps

Why we did it?

To create more transparency, alignment, 
collaboration accross unit, and in the end to secure 
better outputs for our customers. 

What was the process?

1. Research on DesignOps

2. Assessment of the current state in three areas

 how we work togethe
 how we get work don
 how our work creates impact.


3. Prioritization of work to be done

4. Three iterations within Design team

5. Two feedback sessions within the unit (with 
Product Owners, Architects and Technical Writters)

6. Documentation of new process and test run 
rollout



Summary

DesignOps

What was the outcome?

We’ve created an improved UXD process with a buy 

in from the rest of the unit. 

The process was fully aligned and incorporated 

with the existing DevOps.

Several new rituals were introduced with defined 

purpose, contribution and outcome.

Alongside with the process, few other artifacts 

were created e.g.

 Feature kick-off documen

 Definition of Ready

 Figma project templat

 Design toolbox



Summary

Design toolbox

Why I did it?

To share knowledge and experience, inspire others, 


and create a bit more alignment in our Ways of 

Working. 

What was the process?

1. Research on best way for us to capture design 

tools


2. Assessment of what tools could be useful to all


3. Creation of the structure and tools/techniques


4. Rollout to design team


5. Feedback and reiteration

What was the outcome?

So far, eighteen tools and techniques created, 

including definitions, resources, instructions, good 

practices, examples and templates. 



Summary

Kowledge sharing sessions

Why I did it?

To inspire others and create more understanding of 
how innovation and design can support our business 
and customers.

What was the process?

1. Reflected on topics I have experience with

2. Reflected on what other professionals I know that 
could share their knowledge with the company

3. Suggested list of sessions for the department 
(twenty topics around design and innovation)

4. Test: first session with seventy+ participants

What was the outcome?

After receiving great feedback and seeing people 
practicing the topic afterwards, I am currently 
coordinating next sessions, hopefully with the same 
result. 



Thank you for reading!

And if you are in for more, have a look at these:

Innovation sprints Experience design My CV

Sandra Wdowiak

http://sandrawdowiak.com/assets/Innovation-sprints.pdf
http://sandrawdowiak.com/assets/Experience-design.pdf
http://sandrawdowiak.com/assets/SandraWdowiakCV.pdf

